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VemmaÂ® Nutrition Company awarded former Olympian, Tim Maloney,
with top honors at the Chris Powell 12-Week Bodâ€¢Ä“Â® Challenge
winner reveal event. Vemma Founder and CEO BK Boreyko and Vemma
Founder Karen Boreyko made the announcement at Verve Central.

(Newswire.net --
November 4, 2014)
Tempe, AZ -- Vemma®
Nutrition Company
awarded former
Olympian, Tim Maloney,
with top honors at the
Chris Powell 12-Week
Bod•Ä“® Challenge
winner reveal event.
Vemma Founder and
CEO BK Boreyko and
Vemma Founder Karen
Boreyko made the
announcement at Verve
Central at Vemma’s

Home Office in Tempe, Arizona on September 26, 2014.

Maloney, a former alpine skier, participated in the U.S. Deaf Alpine Skiing Championships from 1978–1988, as well as
the 1979–1987 World Winter Deaf Olympics in the Alps Mountains in Europe and Norway. He was also a member of
the U.S. Ski Team in the 1979 Winter Pre-Olympics in Lake Placid, New York.

The Chris Powell 12-Week Bod•Ä“ Challenge honors two finalists in each category — Men’s, Women’s, Couple’s and
Team. Maloney lost a total of 33 pounds during the 12 weeks and continues his healthy lifestyle.* Maloney was a top
finalist among thousands of entrants. He received a $1,000 cash award, plus a makeover retreat, and a professional
photography and video session.*

“I was skiing and competing in different Olympic sports, and two years ago, I had to replace my left knee, because I
was having problems with it. A year later, I had to replace my right knee, as well. After my surgery, I started gaining
weight and started to feel depressed. I decided to join Vemma and use their Bod•Ä“ products with the Bod•Ä“ App,
which helped me tremendously,” explains Maloney.

Watch the video to view Maloney’s success story.

Video URL: http://fast.wistia.net/embed/iframe/a8f9stie3p?videoFoam=true

About Vemma

Founded in 2004 by BK Boreyko and his two sisters, Karen and Lauren, Vemma Nutrition Company enjoyed $100+
million growth last year as one of the premier industry leaders specializing in premium liquid nutrition. Every month,
thousands of new customers experience the positive difference of the clinically studied Vemma Formula. The Vemma
brands include the clinically studied Verve® healthy energy drink and Vemma Bod-e®, a weight loss line. Vemma is
headquartered in Tempe, Arizona, and distributes its products through global affiliate marketing. For more information,
please visit Vemma.com.

 

*Two pilot studies conducted by Vemma showed that 55 participants who followed the Vemma Bod•Ä“ Transformation
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Plan lost an average of 14.8 pounds in 12 weeks. Vemma recommends a healthy approach to weight loss by
consulting with your healthcare provider before starting any new exercise or diet plan. The Vemma Bod•Ä“
Transformation Plan includes following a healthy diet and daily exercise.
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